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Across

2. what is the warranty timeline for fans (free 

from defects in workmanship and material)

5. for compressors with oil what is the warranty 

period

7. Before ordering a part from the vendor fora 

Glacier Bay product, where should you look for it

8. How many SKU numbers does HOMEWERKS 

made for HD

12. Dewalt is mainly manufactured by 

_________________

14. To get detailed information ona product where 

would you go to find it

17. How many vendors/suppliers are there for 

HUSKY compressors

18. if the customer is unable to provide product 

information what should they do

23. 792145 - Where would you locate the Vendor 

information if this is all the UPC informtion you had

24. How many products does Customer Care 

support

26. How many SKU's are in the online program for 

VISSANI

27. which Brand is not a PB

28. when a call comes in and you hear the whisper 

what should you do

30. name the 3rd party vendor for ceiling fan parts

31. Model numbers begin with “TL″/all made in 

China/information stamped in the tank. What's the 

name of the vendor?

32. Part Number is also known as _____

Down

1. Foremost and Niagara share several toilet 

SKU's. Which numbers are needed to identify the 

manufacturer

3. Martha Stewart products - exclusive or 

proprietary

4. who is the person to contact for Everbilt issues

6. Abbreviation for internet number

9. Bolt Shape can no longer help with toilet 

identification. Which Vendor is this specifc to

10. Universal Product Code (abbr,)

11. for Everbilt Sump Pumps, whp should we 

contact for return issues

13. UPC 792145 - Where would you find the 

complete UPC number if this is all you had

15. How many vendors do we have for ceiling fans

16. Greenway Home Products was acquired by 

______ (abbr)

19. How many vendors do we have for HDX 

products

20. there are two suppliers for Vissani Range Hood 

Products where are they located

21. How many accepted forms of payment are 

listed for Home Decorators

22. How many of our vendors for fans are out of 

business

25. This vendor manufacturers transformers for all 

Hampton Bay Low Voltage lighting.

29. What is the warranty period for oil less 

compressors


